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Abstract. High performance computing (HPC) systems use checkpoint-restart to tolerate failures. Typically, applications store
their states in checkpoints on a parallel file system (PFS). As applications scale up, checkpoint-restart incurs high overheads due
to contention for PFS resources. The high overheads force large-scale applications to reduce checkpoint frequency, which means
more compute time is lost in the event of failure.
We alleviate this problem through a scalable checkpoint-restart system, mcrEngine. McrEngine aggregates checkpoints from
multiple application processes with knowledge of the data semantics available through widely-used I/O libraries, e.g., HDF5 and
netCDF, and compresses them. Our novel scheme improves compressibility of checkpoints up to 115% over simple concatenation
and compression. Our evaluation with large-scale application checkpoints show that mcrEngine reduces checkpointing overhead
by up to 87% and restart overhead by up to 62% over a baseline with no aggregation or compression.
Keywords: Data-aware, checkpoint restart, distributed applications, distributed systems, fault tolerance, aggregation, bottleneck,
multiple-processor systems, application-level checkpointing, rollback recovery, system reliability, distributed programming, fault
tolerant computing, software reliability, system recovery

1. Introduction
As software and hardware component counts in high
performance computing (HPC) systems scale up, the
likelihood grows of one failing while an application
executes. For example, the 100,000 node BlueGene/L
system at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL) experiences an L1 cache parity error every
8 hours [17] and a hard failure every 7–10 days. Exascale systems are projected to fail every 3–26 minutes [4,36]. Many applications tolerate failures through
checkpoint-restart [13,14], which periodically saves
application state in checkpoint files on stable storage, such as a parallel file system (PFS). If a failure occurs, the application is restarted from the latest checkpoint, thus reducing repeated computation. To
1 This paper received a nomination for the Best Paper Award at
the SC2012 conference and is published here with permission from
IEEE.
* Corresponding author. E-mail: islam3@llnl.gov.

simplify checkpoint-restart implementations, many applications have all processes take checkpoints simultaneously [22]. This strategy avoids the complexities of
message logging that uncoordinated checkpointing requires, as well as its possibility of cascading rollback.
Checkpointing causes 75–80% of the I/O traffic
on current HPC systems [31,40]. On future systems,
checkpointing activities will dominate compute time
and overwhelm file system resources [14,27]. Checkpointing to a PFS is expensive at large scale: a checkpoint can take tens of minutes due to network bandwidth and PFS resource contention [20,35]. Further,
HPC computational capabilities are increasing more
quickly than their I/O bandwidths. For example, BlueGene/L at LLNL and BlueGene/P at Argonne National
Laboratory achieve less than 0.1 GB/s of I/O bandwidth per TeraFLOP of computational capability [19,
20,35]. This high overhead leads to reduced checkpointing frequency, which implies more computation
is lost in the event of failure.
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We face two key challenges to checkpointing scalability: the number of checkpoint files written and their
size. As application process counts grow, the number of checkpoint files usually increases proportionally. Large counts of file writers degrades PFS performance and reliability due to contention [12,19,39].
Thus, application programmers are exploring techniques to combine checkpoints of multiple processes
at the cost of application complexity. Further, the size
of each file grows with process count under naive combining schemes; in any event, the size of the checkpoint files usually grows as processes compute larger
sub-problems.
We address these challenges through mcrEngine,
a library that aggregates multiple checkpoint files from
different processes and compresses them. Further, we
extract application-specific data semantics by analyzing the metadata contained in the checkpoint files. This
knowledge enables us to merge the checkpoint fragments from the different processes intelligently, increasing the compressibility of the aggregated checkpoint, particularly when we apply data-specific compression algorithms (e.g., targeted to floating point
data). These benefits also apply during restart, when all
application processes must read the checkpoint fragments from the PFS, often within a short time window.
We must keep this extra work small since restart is always on the application’s critical path. We make the
following major contributions:
• The concept of data-aware checkpoint compression, which significantly increases the compressibility of checkpoints;
• A thorough investigation of the applicationspecific impact of different aggregation schemes
on compression ratio;
• The design, development, and thorough evaluation of an end-to-end checkpoint-restart system
and its demonstration with three real-world, complex, and diverse applications.
Our evaluation uses ALE3D, Cactus and Enzo. ALE3D
is an arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) multiphysics code. Cactus [3,18] solves Einstein’s equations. Enzo is a grid-based code that simulates cosmological structure formation [29]. Our significant results include: (1) data-aware compression improves
compression ratios between 27.72% and 115% on
average over simple concatenation and compression;
(2) mcrEngine can reduce checkpointing intervals by
up to 87%; (3) mcrEngine decreases restart overhead
by 62% compared to using uncompressed checkpoints;

(4) data-aware compression alone reduces the latency
to write checkpoints to the PFS up to 92% and to read
checkpoints up to 71%.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background. Section 3 describes our solution and
rationale. Section 4 details the structure of the implementation of mcrEngine. Section 5 presents our evaluation methodology. Sections 6 and 7 present key results.

2. Background
In this section, we discuss related background information on different checkpoint types, how checkpoints
are written and the different file formats in which they
are written.
2.1. Application-level vs system-level checkpointing
HPC applications commonly take coordinated,
application-level checkpoints. Coordination implies
that all application processes agree when they will take
the checkpoint, typically periodically. Applicationlevel checkpointing uses application routines to save
specific data structures in the checkpoint files. In
contrast, system-level checkpoints are system-initiated
snapshots that include the entire system memory.
Application-level checkpointing provides several benefits. Application knowledge of the state needed to
restart can significantly reduce checkpoint sizes. For
example, for protein-folding applications on IBM Blue
Gene, the size of an application-level checkpoint set is
a few megabytes compared to terabytes for full systemlevel checkpoints [8]. Application-level checkpoints
also increase portability.
2.2. Checkpoint writing
Applications vary in how many processes write
checkpoints. If an MPI application uses N processes,
then each process writes its own state to a checkpoint file in the N →N pattern. This strategy performs
poorly at large scales due to contention from the large
number of writers. At the other extreme (N → 1 checkpointing), a single process writes one large checkpoint
that contains data from all processes, which creates a
serialization bottleneck that also inhibits scaling. Thus,
N →M checkpointing, in which a set of M processes
write aggregated data for N processes (M <N ), attempts to balance metadata costs and contention with
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Fig. 1. Two types of input data distribution. (a) Segmented input distribution. (b) Strided input distribution. (Colors are visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/SPR-130371.)

the bandwidth advantages of multiple writers. However, N →M checkpointing increases application complexity, a trend that further optimizations continue.
Thus, application developers need a strategy that provides the benefits of N →M checkpointing while hiding that complexity. McrEngine is such a strategy.
Applications also vary in how they distribute input data across processes. One approach is segmented
input distribution (Fig. 1(a)), in which data is naturally composed of segments that exhibit similarity. One
segment of the input data is processed by one process. The second approach is strided input distribution (Fig. 1(b)), in which one segment of the data is
split into stripes and these stripes are distributed (or
“strided”) to different application processes.
2.3. Checkpoint file format
Application-level checkpointing often builds on I/O
libraries such as MPI-IO, POSIX, HDF5, netCDF
or Parallel-netCDF [41,42]. While some applications
write checkpoints in an application-specific format, using standard I/O libraries, such as POSIX or MPIIO, many large-scale applications use standard selfdescribing I/O formats (e.g., HDF5 or netCDF). While
the initial time to deploy POSIX or MPI-IO solutions
can be low, it reduces portability due to issues such as
endianness and thus increases maintenance cost. Using a descriptive data format to write structured checkpoints ensures portability across users, tools (such as
visualizers), and systems. Thus, self-describing I/O
formats are popular among large-scale applications,
such as HDF5 [42] with its long list of users.
As Fig. 2 shows, data structures in application-level
checkpoints are described differently depending on the
data format. Also checkpoint files are often used for
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Fig. 2. Different metadata annotations of checkpoint data.
(a) ASCII/binary representation. (b) netCDF representation.
(c) HDF5 representation. (Colors are visible in the online version of
the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/SPR-130371.)

visualization. Although the file format structure varies,
the key point is that application data is annotated with
descriptive metadata. The application (Fig. 2(a)) or the
data format library (Fig. 2(b) and (c)) can provide the
metadata.
McrEngine uses data from application-level, globally coordinated checkpoints to implement an N → M
scheme. To demonstrate our approach, we use HDF5
checkpoints. However, the design of mcrEngine provides the flexibility to use other data formats easily.
Using the example in Fig. 2, data with the name Temperature has the same meaning across all processes in
an Single Program Multiple Data application (we may
require additional information for a Multiple Program
Multiple Data application to capture data relationships
across processes). We refer to an individual file that a
single process writes as a checkpoint and to a group of
checkpoints that multiple processes write concurrently
as a checkpoint set.

3. Data-aware checkpoint aggregation and
compression
Most parallel scientific applications distribute simulation data across multiple processes. These processes generally coordinate globally to take a consistent checkpoint. During an asynchronous checkpointing phase, once a process finishes checkpointing, it
resumes its computation. Currently, with most checkpointing systems, the processes send their checkpoints
directly to the PFS, although checkpointing libraries
such as SCR [27] can store checkpoints locally instead.
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In order to analyze the issues that will prevent scaling of current checkpointing systems, we conducted an
experiment on a large Linux cluster. We present a complete discussion of the experiment in Section 7.2. Our
key findings are:
• The average performance of operations (read and
write) scales much better with fewer concurrent
processes;
• Transfer overhead is lower with the same number
of writers when the data volume is less.
Thus, checkpointing systems should aggregate checkpoints to reduce the number of concurrent processes.
Compressing checkpoints could provide additional
benefits. We define data-aware aggregation as aggregating across process checkpoints such that data with
similar meaning remain together in the merged checkpoint. McrEngine uses data-aware compression, which
dynamically selects from a set of compression algorithms and applies the best one for each similar data
group. Data-aware aggregation and compression is the
entire process of interleaving semantically similar data
and using a dynamically selected compression algorithm.
All popular compression utilities use a finite window
in which they look to find similarities between two data
items. The window is kept reasonably small by default
(e.g., 32 kB for gzip) to keep the memory utilization of
the compression utility low. By using data-aware aggregation, mcrEngine increases the likelihood that similar data appears in the same window, which increases
compression and decreases the number of concurrent
files written to the PFS.
3.1. Identifying similarity across checkpoints

Fig. 3. Variable matching. (Colors are visible in the online version of
the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/SPR-130371.)

In our similarity detection, variables can be of any
standard data type and can be of atomic or array class.
We consider variables with the same name, data type
and class to be similar even if they have different numbers of elements. Variable names can match either exactly or according to a regular expression; application
developers can specify the regular expression as a configuration parameter. We locate similarity as follows:
• Match every element of a group separately;
• Annotate variables with their names, data types,
array sizes, and classes in the checkpoints;
• Convert variable metadata into hash keys of type:
Group-name/Variable-name_Datatype
_Class.
For example, mcrEngine generates ToyGrp/Temperature_F32LE_Array1D as the hash key for
the variable Temperature in P0 . While Fig. 3 illustrates our terminology, real application checkpoints
have more complex structures.
3.2. Merging schemes

Intuitively, finding similarity across checkpoints is
simple. Two variables with the same name and data
type are likely to have the same meaning. McrEngine
uses metadata to locate checkpoint data that represent
the same variables. McrEngine interprets two variables
in different checkpoints as similar if their names agree
and their data representation is identical (same data
type).
Figure 3 provides a step-by-step example. Processes
P0 and P1 have groups of variables. To be general, the
example shows different structures for the same group
in the two checkpoints although in practice, two processes of the same application are unlikely to have different structures for the same group.

We consider four schemes to aggregate checkpoints:
• Checkpoint concatenation. The simple Agnostic
scheme concatenates entire checkpoints before
compressing them;
• Checkpoint blocking. Agnostic-Block interleaves
fixed-size data blocks instead of concatenating
entire checkpoints;
• Variable concatenation. As Fig. 4(a) shows (Cx.T
denotes the temperature array of the checkpoint
of rank x and Cx.P its pressure array), the DataAware or simply Aware scheme concatenates individual variables before compressing them;
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4.1. Checkpointing phase

Fig. 4. Data-aware merging schemes. (a) Variable concatenation.
(b) Variable blocking. (Colors are visible in the online version of the
article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/SPR-130371.)

• Variable blocking. As Fig. 4(b) shows, the AwareBlock scheme interleaves variables in blocks of
configurable sizes, instead of simply concatenating them.
The Aware and Aware-block schemes aim to increase
compression ratios by grouping similar data.
4. Structure of mcrEngine
Figure 5(a) and (b) present the system level interactions among different modules of mcrEngine during the checkpoint and restart phases. In these figures,
each large dotted box represents a component and each
small box represents a module. A solid module indicates that it is on the critical path; a dotted one indicates
it avoids the critical path by using a parallel thread. Finally, arrows represent different inter-module communication: a dashed arrow indicates network communication while a dotted one corresponds to a wake up signal to a thread. McrEngine has two major components:
• Compute node component (CNC) offloads checkpoint processing from the compute nodes by sending checkpoints to the aggregator node component during checkpointing; restores checkpoints
to the local disk during restart.
• Aggregator node component (ANC) processes
(e.g., concatenates and compresses) checkpoints;
stores and retrieves checkpoints from the PFS
during restart.
We now discuss interactions between CNC and ANC
modules during the checkpointing and restart phases.

Table 1 summarizes the interactions between the
CNC and ANC components. CNCs responsible for application processes in the same group (according to
their rank) send data to the same ANC. Each CNC
notifies the assigned ANC that a checkpoint is ready
and transfers the data to it. The ANC concatenates and
merges checkpoints based on the scheme in use and
writes to the PFS. The message queue is a memory
buffer in which each element points to a data block
in memory. These lightweight modules require little
CPU and memory resources. The CNC uses the Inotify
blocking wait to reduce interference with the application.
We design mcrEngine such that its aggregators fetch
variables as needed in order to avoid requiring excessive aggregator disk space. By pulling data as needed,
the ANC can limit the variables per process present
at any time. We also exploit the inherent parallelism
of accessing three kinds of resources (CPU, disk, and
network) by using separate threads to transfer data between the CNC and ANC modules, to compress it and
to write it to disk. Thus, when the ANC Fetch &
Merge module starts a network transfer (fetch operation), it schedules the Compressor thread to use the
CPU and the Post-Processor thread to finish disk
I/O. Our results show that the network transfer time
largely offsets the overheads of compression and local
disk accesses.
The CNC also produces a metadata file that stores
information about the last checkpoint set. The restart
phase uses the information about the last set of checkpoints stored. An empty file indicates a new application run.

4.2. Restart phase

As Fig. 5(b) shows, during restart, the Controller module sends a request to the Pre-Processor
module of the corresponding ANC to read a checkpoint file from the PFS. The Pre-Processor module then reads the checkpoint from the PFS, decompresses and separates the variables, and sends them
to the Controller. Each Splitter thread com-
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Fig. 5. System-level interactions. (a) McrEngine checkpoint phase interactions. (b) McrEngine restart phase interactions. (Colors are visible in
the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/SPR-130371.)
Table 2
Module interactions during a restart phase

Table 1
Module interactions during a checkpointing phase
ID

Communication description

ID

Communication description

1
2
3

Inotify Library notifies the Controller of checkpoint creation
Controller initiates checkpoint reading through CNC interfaces
CNC Ckpt Library reads the checkpoints, written in
application-specific formats, into memory (3a); returns header
and data to the Controller (3b)
Controller passes reference to header/data buffer to Network
Transceiver
Network Transceiver sends information about variables to
Header Receiver

1

Pre-processor reads processed checkpoint and metadata file
from PFS (1a); applies Parallel-unzip and writes to the local
disk (1b); invokes Decompressor on merged-compressed variables
Decompressor applies appropriate decompression algorithm to
each variable; enqueues decompressed merged variables in the
message queue (2a); signals Splitter threads to split variables,
if available (2b)
Splitter reads and separates variables from message queue them
(3a); uses a separate thread per process to send data to the Network Transceivers (3b)
Network Transceiver invokes the Controller module with received data
Controller invokes interfaces to write variables to checkpoint
file
CNC writes variables to checkpoint file in application-specific
format

4
5
6

7

8

9

Header Receiver sends group name, variable name, data type,
and class information to Similarity Classifier, which inserts
them into a hash table, chaining variables with the same hash
key in process rank order (6a); Header Receiver invokes Fetch
& Merge Handler after all checkpoint headers of a group are
classified (6b)
Fetch & Merge Handler signals Compressor to compress variables, if available (7a); traverses hash table to send data requests to Network Transceiver and fetches data for a pool of
variables (7b); merges similar variables and enqueues them in
a message queue (7c)
Compressor signals the Post-Processor thread to start buffering processed data, if available (8a); reads from the message
queue; compresses merged variables according to data types
(current implementation uses FPC [10], fpzip [25] and LZ [34]
to compress doubles, floats, and other data types, respectively)
and writes back to the message queue (8b)
Post-Processor flushes accumulated data to local disk (9a); applies Parallel-Gzip [1] after all variables across processes in the
same group are merged and compressed; sends the final data to
PFS (9b)

municates in parallel with a separate Controller,
which must generate the original checkpoints for the
application processes. Table 2 summarizes the communications between CNC and ANC modules during this
phase.

2

3

4
5
6

The design of mcrEngine does not require nodelocal persistent storage on compute or aggregator
nodes. This design feature allows mcrEngine to work
on current large-scale systems (e.g., BG/L). On diskless nodes, the CNC uses in-memory buffering before
streaming them to the ANC next stop without any intermediate storage (checkpoint streaming). However,
upcoming technologies such as SSDs will replace the
in-memory buffer. Our future work will implement
variable streaming, in which we buffer and stream
large variables individually. That work will address issues such as synchronizing similar variable writes.
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5. Evaluation methodology
This section describes our methodology for evaluating mcrEngine with the schemes introduced in Section 3.2. We evaluate mcrEngine with checkpoints
from four computational simulations of three realworld applications. Our evaluation criteria are the
amount of compression, and checkpoint-restart end-toend overhead.
5.1. Applications
We evaluate mcrEngine on ALE3D, Cactus and
Enzo (with two distinct inputs: Cosmology and Implosion). The simulations produce checkpoints with varying characteristics. Table 3 summarizes our ALE3D
checkpoint set and a checkpoint set from the midpoint
of the Cactus and Enzo simulations. The write pattern
indicates how the checkpoints are written. The number
of checkpoints indicates how many individual checkpoints are in each set. For ALE3D, 1024 computation
processes were run to generate 32 checkpoints. For the
other applications, the number of checkpoints generated equals the number of computation processes. The
total size is the sum of the individual checkpoint sizes.
The individual size row shows the range and average
size of the individual checkpoints. We report the total number of variables across a checkpoint set and the
range and average of variable counts in the individual
checkpoints. We also provide percentage breakdowns
of variable data types.
ALE3D is a multiphysics numerical simulation that
uses arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) techniques.
We do not have access to the ALE3D source code so
we do not have information on its input distribution.
Cactus [3,18] is a framework that numerically solves
Einstein’s equations [37]. It uses adaptive mesh refinement (AMR). During initialization, it divides input data among N processes (top-level roots). Each
process then recursively divides its pieces among subgrids. Each top-level root collects computation from
sub-grid elements and writes a checkpoint. So, this
application writes N checkpoints, while the number
of sub-processes that perform actual computation is
larger.
Enzo, an AMR, grid-based hybrid code (hydro +
N-Body), simulates cosmological structure formation [29]. It uses the particle-mesh technique to solve
dark matter N-body dynamics. Cosmology is a 3D Eulerian block-structured AMR simulation [24]. Implosion is a 2D converging shock problem in which a
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shock wave interacts with reflecting walls, undergoing
a double Mach reflection [26]. While we generate both
from the same code base, the nature of the execution
and, thus, the checkpoints are significantly different.
5.2. Evaluation of compression schemes
Two metrics measure how well data-aware compression techniques reduce data size. Compression ratio
is the ratio of the size of the (checkpoint’s) uncompressed data to the size of the compressed data, including metadata. A compression ratio of 2 indicates that
the uncompressed file is 2× larger than the compressed
file. In Eq. (1), us(ckpt) is the uncompressed checkpoint size. For a scheme X, csx (ckpt) is its compressed
checkpoint size and cr(X) is its compression ratio.
cr(X) =

us(ckpt)
.
csx (ckpt)

(1)

Relative improvement compares the effectiveness of
compression schemes as the compression ratio of
schemes A and B:
relative improvement
=

cr(A) − cr(B)
× 100%.
cr(B)

(2)

Finally, we evaluate the performance of the different
schemes, which we measure in terms of the time to
complete the checkpointing and restart phases.

6. Data-aware compression effectiveness
We now evaluate the effectiveness of our novel dataaware compression techniques. In particular, we explore:
• The benefit of multiple compression passes;
• The change in compression ratio with varying
group size;
• The impact of interleaving granularity on compression ratio;
• The change in compression ratio as a simulation
progresses.
We ran our experiments on LLNL’s Sierra system [11],
which is a 261.3 TFLOP/s Linux cluster running the
CHAOS 4.4 operating system with an InfiniBand QDR
interconnect. It has 1,944 nodes, each with 12 2.8 GHz
cores and 24 GB of memory. Sierra is connected to a
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Table 3
Checkpoint characteristics

Write pattern
Number of checkpoints
Total size (GB)
Individual size: [Range] average (MB)
Total variables
Variable count: [Range] average

ALE3D

Cactus

Cosmology

Implosion

N →M
32
4.8
[154.1, 154.5] 154.2
56,820
[1760, 1835] 1776

N →N
32
2.41
[58, 90] 77.15
284,800
[8900, 8900] 8900

N →N
128
1.1
[4.7, 13.4] 8.4
33,562
[76, 1090] 262

N →N
64
0.013
[0.07, 4] 0.2
9996
[28, 832] 156

88.8
2e−5
11.2

33.94
0
66.06

24.3
67.2
8.5

Double precision floats (%)
Single precision floats (%)
Other data types (%)

1.3 PB Lustre file system with a maximum aggregate
bandwidth of 30 GB/s.
To determine parameters that provide a high compression ratio with low time overhead we evaluated the
compression libraries that we used. For each library,
we choose settings for each algorithm that realize most
of the possible compression without incurring significant overhead. Throughout the experiments, we set the
compression levels of Parallel-Gzip to 6 (the default
value), of FPC to 2, of fpzip to 1-dimensional, and of
QuickLZ to 1 (the minimum value).
For this evaluation, we group application processes
according to their rank order. For example, processes
1–32 and 33–64 are aggregated for a GROUP_SIZE of
32. We run one application process per core on each
compute node, and use all cores on each aggregator
node for our experiments. Each aggregator process on
a core handles checkpoints from GROUP_SIZE computation processes. We use Eq. (3) to determine the aggregator node count:
# of Agg-Node =

cp
,
ac × GROUP_SIZE

(3)

where cp is the number of computation processes and
ac is the number of cores on each aggregator node.
6.1. Benefit of multiple passes of compression
We first study the impact of multiple compression
passes. We experiment with one and two compression passes, to which we refer as single (SC) and
double (DC) compression. SC applies one pass, either with Gzip or data-aware compression. DC always
applies Gzip in the second pass. Figure 6 shows the
results for Agnostic, Aware and Aware-Block. We do
not show Agnostic-Block in Fig. 6 because it performs
similarly to Agnostic for DC. DC never benefits the

0
74.1
25.9

Fig. 6. Double compression versus single compression. (Colors are
visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/
SPR-130371.)

data-agnostic schemes. Alternatively, DC improves the
compression ratio of the data-aware schemes considerably because the compression libraries that we use in
the first pass convert the data to a more compressible
format, which the second pass exploits. For example,
FPC applies an XOR operation to a predicted value
and the actual value. It encodes the resulting number
of zeros, an integer, into the output, which can inflate
the size of the output but enables Gzip to compress the
transformed data better. In our remaining results, we
use double compression for Aware and Aware-Block;
single compression for Agnostic.
6.2. Change in compression ratio with varying group
size
In this section, we evaluate the impact of group size
on the compression ratios of the different schemes.
We make several observations from Fig. 7 (Aware and
Aware-Block overlap in (b), (c) and (d)). Overall, we
find that Aware obtains significant compression for all
four simulations. It reduces the total data to about half
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Fig. 7. Compression ratio versus group size (Agnostic and Agnostic-Block overlap in (b); Aware and Aware-Block in (c) and (d)). (a) ALE3D –
block size 8192 B. (b) Cactus – block size 1024 B. (c) Cosmology – block size 4096 B. (d) Implosion – block size 4096 B. (Colors are visible in
the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/SPR-130371.)

or even to one-third of the amount compared with the
uncompressed checkpoint. Additionally, we see that
data-aware compression achieves higher compression
ratios than data-agnostic compression. The most dramatic case is for Cactus in Fig. 7(b) for which the
gain is 115% by Aware compared to Agnostic. We
also find that changing group size impacts the simulation that benefits most from the Aware-Block scheme
(ALE3D) more than those that benefit most from the
Aware schemes (Cactus, Cosmology, Implosion). For
ALE3D, the Aware-Block scheme achieves an 8% improvement in compression ratio from group size 2–32.
We also observe that the best compression scheme
varies across applications. For ALE3D, Aware-Block
is the best, while Aware is the best for Cactus. Both
data-aware schemes perform well for Cosmology and
Implosion. The segmented data distribution and collection in Cactus, Cosmology and Implosion apparently emulates blocking for these simulations. To determine which scheme to apply to a given application,
one could try all schemes offline on a sample checkpoint set and then configure mcrEngine to use the best
option.
Our results for Aware-Block and Agnostic-Block use
the best block size from our tests for each simulation.
While Agnostic-block could emulate data-aware compression if variable layouts are similar across check-

Fig. 8. ALE3D compression ratio (GROUP_SIZE = 32). (Colors are
visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/
SPR-130371.)

points, our results for Cactus, Cosmology and Implosion disprove this theory. Further, while AgnosticBlock achieves similar compression ratios to Aware
for ALE3D, blocking the interleaved variables, as with
Aware-Block, provides significant additional benefit.
6.3. Impact of interleaving granularity on
compression ratio
We now discuss the impact of varying block size
on the compression ratios that the blocking schemes
achieve. In this experiment, we only use checkpoints
from ALE3D, since we observed in Fig. 7, that only its
checkpoints benefit from merging in blocks. Figure 8
shows that the compression ratio increases steadily
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Fig. 9. Compression ratio over time (Agnostic and Agnostic-Block Overlap in (a) and (c); Aware and Aware-Block in (b) and (c)). (a) Cactus:
block size 1024 B, group size 32. (b) Cosmology: block size 4096 B, group size 64. (c) Implosion: block size 1024 B, group size 64. (Colors are
visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/SPR-130371.)
Table 4
Relative improvement over Agnostic

with Agnostic-Block, while with Aware-Block it is
fairly steady with a small initial increase.
6.4. Change in compression ratio as simulation
progresses

Application

Measure

Aware-Block

ALE3D

Best
Worst
Best
Worst

27.72% (32)
6.6% (1)
11.85% (32)
10.69% (2)

Best
Worst
Best
Worst

20.59% (1)
20.13% (32)
38.43% (32)
36.26% (1)

Cactus

To evaluate how the compression schemes fare as
the simulation progresses through time, we plot the
compression ratio for a series of consecutive checkpoint sets in Fig. 9, which shows the results for the
Cactus, Cosmology and Implosion simulations. Cactus wrote 21 checkpoint sets, each 5 min apart. The
Cosmology simulation wrote 12 checkpoint sets each
5 min apart. The Implosion simulation wrote 8 checkpoint sets, each 0.05 s apart. In all three simulations,
we label the checkpoints as “DD00XX”, where “XX”
records the simulation time step.
We make three observations from Fig. 9. First, the
Aware and Aware-Block schemes yield higher compression ratios than Agnostic or Agnostic-Block. For
example, the relative improvement in compression ratio of Cactus in Fig. 9(a) is about 98%. Second, for
both Enzo simulations, the compression ratio of the
first checkpoint set is higher than for subsequent ones.
The maximum compression ratio for Cosmology drops
around 20% (from 2.15 to 1.78) after the first time step.
For Implosion, it drops about 50% (from 5.4 to 3.6).
These drops occur because Enzo initializes data structures with the same default values so the data is highly
compressible across processes while Cactus does not
always initialize data structures with default values.
Third, the compression ratio quickly levels out as simulations progress. For Cosmology, the compression ratio only has a slight downward slope after the initial
drop. Similarly, for Implosion, the compression ratio
drops, levels out, and then begins to edge higher as the
Implosion simulation runs. We expect the compression

Cosmology
Implosion

Aware
12.7% (32)
6.6% (1)
115% (1)
98% (32)
21.14% (32)
20.59% (1)
38.83% (32)
36.26% (1)

ratios to behave in this manner for applications that
converge to a result.
6.5. Summary of data-aware compression
effectiveness
We summarize our evaluation of Aware and AwareBlock compared to Agnostic in Table 4, which shows
the largest and smallest relative improvements, which
occur with the group size specified in parentheses.
While the group size that provides the greatest benefit varies, data-awareness always results in higher
compression ratios. We observe that applications with
higher interprocess checkpoint similarity gain more
compression by interleaving variables in blocks
(Aware-Block), while applications with higher intraprocess checkpoint similarity gain more by concatenating variables before compressing (Aware).

7. McrEngine performance
This section evaluates mcrEngine overall performance. For checkpointing, mcrEngine merges and
compresses checkpoints and then transfers them to the
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Table 5
Checkpoint/restart system configurations
Name
NoC + NoAgg
C + NoAgg
NoC + Agg
Agnostic + Agg
Aware + Agg

Description
No compression, no aggregation
Individual compression, no aggregation
No compression, aggregation
McrEngine aggregation, data-agnostic
compression
McrEngine aggregation, data-aware
compression

PFS. For restart, it reads checkpoints from the PFS and
then decompresses and splits them into their original
format. We demonstrate the efficiency of mcrEngine
for the two largest checkpoint sets, ALE3D and Cactus.
For each application, we use a group size of 32, and the
data-aware merging scheme from Table 4 that provides
the best compression ratio (Aware-Block for ALE3D
and Aware for Cactus). Table 5 describes the different
merging and compression schemes that we compare in
this section.
The first compression pass yields little benefit for
small but compressible variables so we omit them from
it. In our framework, the minimum size is configurable;
our experiments omit variables <100 B. Easily compressed data types include integers and characters. This
choice reduces compression ratios by less than 1%, and
improves performance.
We measure the times to transfer checkpoints to the
parallel file system using IOR [38,39], a benchmark
that characterizes HPC I/O performance. We use the
average respective file sizes for each of the compressed
or uncompressed checkpoints.

Fig. 10. I/O performance with different compression schemes. (Colors are visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/
10.3233/SPR-130371.)

Fig. 11. Benefit of aggregation for I/O performance. (Colors are visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/
SPR-130371.)

7.1. Data-aware and data-agnostic I/O performance

7.2. Benefit of checkpoint aggregation

We compare the performance of data-aware and
data-agnostic compression in terms of time to transfer
checkpoints to the PFS. The objective is to study the
benefit of having data-aware compression on I/O performance. Data-aware compression results in smaller
files and thus requires less time to write the checkpoints to the PFS. The merged and compressed checkpoint sizes per writer for ALE3D were 1.3 and 1.5 GB
for data-aware and data-agnostic compression respectively. For Cactus, the sizes per writer were 1.2 and
2.4 GB.
We show the results for Cactus in Fig. 10. In the figure, because the group size is 32, the number of writers
is N/32, where N is the number of processes in the
job. McrEngine with data-aware compression reduces
the data transfer overhead compared to data-agnostic
compression for both reading and writing checkpoints.

This experiment shows the PFS I/O performance impact of aggregation as we scale up the application. Figure 11 shows the average measurements and 95% confidence intervals for the time to write to the PFS using
IOR for the Cactus checkpoints. For the schemes that
aggregate, the number of writers is N/32 and the data
transferred per reader/writer is 1.2 GB; for the schemes
that do not aggregate, the number of writers is N and
the data transferred is 87 MB per reader/writer. We find
that aggregating the checkpoints in mcrEngine results
in better I/O scalability and reduces performance variability compared to non-aggregated I/O, particularly
for read (i.e., restart) operations. Although unclear due
to the overhead increase with C + NoAgg-read, Fig. 11
shows that aggregation improves write performance up
to 26%.
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7.3. Checkpoint and restart overheads
We now compare processing and transfer overhead
using the mcrEngine checkpoint and restart schemes.
Figures 12 and 13 show the best case average of the
measured values of IOR for an application run with
15,408 processes, collected over several days at different times. The numbers beside each step correspond to
the steps in Tables 1 and 2.
We make several observations for checkpointing.
First, data-aware compression takes more computation
time than data-agnostic and the schemes that only use
Gzip or do not compress. However, the checkpoint
phase does not occur in the application’s critical path
so that overhead does not affect performance. Second, fetch time for Cactus is higher than ALE3D because it has 5× more variables. Third, the smaller file
sizes that result from data-aware compression mean
that mcrEngine uses far less network resources when
transferring these checkpoints. Data-aware compres-

sion reduces the I/O time by 92% and 86% over dataagnostic (Agnostic+Agg vs Aware+Agg) for ALE3D
and Cactus. Finally, mcrEngine reduces checkpointing
overhead by up to 87% over cases without aggregation
(NoC + NoAgg vs Aware + Agg for ALE3D), and up
to 32% for cases without compression (NoC + Agg vs
Aware + Agg for Cactus). This reduction allows applications to checkpoint more frequently, which improves
fault-tolerance.
Figure 13 shows the restart overhead results. Since
restarts are on the application’s critical path, lower
overhead implies better end-to-end performance. We
again make several observations. Data-aware compression reduces restart overhead by more than 62% compared to the current state of the practice (NoC+NoAgg
vs, Aware + Agg) for ALE3D. It reduces overhead
by more than 80% compared to only compressing individual checkpoints (C + NoAgg vs Aware + Agg).
Second, network transfer time dominates restart overhead for cases without aggregation, compared to CPU
time for the mcrEngine data-aware scheme. Converting a network-bound problem to a CPU-bound problem improves scalability. Finally, data-aware compression significantly reduces network load by reading less
data from the PFS compared with the data-agnostic
case. The network I/O time for data-aware compression is 43% and 71% less than that of data-agnostic
(Agnostic + Agg vs Aware + Agg) compression for
ALE3D and Cactus.
7.4. Discussion

Fig. 12. End-to-end checkpointing overhead. (Colors are visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/
SPR-130371.)

Fig. 13. End-to-end restart overhead.

We observe writing to the PFS incurs the largest
portion of the total overhead. Thus, our selection of
the scheme that provides the highest compression ratio results in the least write time, which makes our
scheme selection independent of system characteristics for large checkpoint files. However, system specifications such as I/O, network, and CPU characteristics, will affect the scheme’s performance with smaller
checkpoint files when computation overhead dominates network overhead. In that case, another selection
metric could be the ratio between compression and operation time overhead.
McrEngine could be made adaptive by evaluating
schemes periodically and selecting the best one for
that checkpoint set. Also, mcrEngine currently selects
the compression algorithm for each data type based on
published results. An adaptive mcrEngine could sample their compression ratios to select these algorithms
dynamically.
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We used checkpoints from a variety of runs –
both large and small. The ALE3D checkpoint set (the
largest set), in particular, is from a production run and
shows that the benefits of mcrEngine increase with
checkpoint size. The smaller checkpoints (from Cosmology and Implosion) show less benefit. Currently,
we use input sets provided by the community. Configuring these applications to run longer and to take larger
checkpoints requires application-specific knowledge.

8. Related work
Other researchers have investigated reducing the
size of checkpoints by writing less data in the checkpoints or by compressing the checkpoint files. Incremental checkpointing reduces the size of checkpoints
by writing changes in application data between full
checkpoints [2,15,16,28]. These approaches are orthogonal to our work, as incremental checkpoints can
be compressed for further savings [33].
Plank and Li compressed checkpoints to fit them
in main memory [32], using a variation of Algorithm 1 [9]. They reported compression factors of
10–96 percent. They found that compression was beneficial with large and highly compressible checkpoints
and when the compression factor exceeded the ratio of the disk write speed to compression speed. Li
and Fuchs did not find any advantage in compressing
checkpoints with an LZW algorithm on a uniprocessor system despite observing good compression factors since compression time exceeded uncompressed
write time [23]. Islam et al. [21] found that compression and decompression overheads dominated checkpointing and restart times but the decreased network
transfer time of the smaller files outweighed the higher
overheads, especially with increasing checkpoint size.
Ansel et al. [5] also found that the time to compress checkpoints resulted in longer checkpoint times
when writing to node-local disks although the disparity in restart times was smaller. These approaches
all use data-agnostic compression while we investigate data-aware techniques. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to investigate a data-aware
compression approach and cross-process merge and
compression for parallel applications with many processes.
Bautista-Gomez et al. [7] developed a topologyaware reliable checkpointing library that provides reliability in cluster environments, which is different
from the scalability challenge that we address. Wu et
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al. [43] developed a compression scheme for bitmaps
and demonstrated that it reduces bitmap index sizes
and database query response time.
Several researchers have explored reducing the cost
of checkpointing and writing to the file system. To reduce the number of writes to the file system, and ultimately to reduce checkpoint writing cost, Ouyang
et al. [30] cache writes of small and medium sizes
within a node in order to aggregate them. BautistaGomez et al. [6] avoid the I/O bottleneck of diskbased checkpointing and the issues of classic diskless
checkpointing. These approaches are complementary
to ours. They reduce the cost of writing data while our
work reduces the amount of data written.

9. Conclusion
We presented mcrEngine, a novel scheme to compress checkpoints across processes. McrEngine exploits semantic information in checkpoints to put similar data, i.e., with the same data type and name, close
together to improve compression. We implemented
several different schemes to interleave data from multiple checkpoints and found that different schemes provide the best results for different applications.
We evaluated mcrEngine and the different interleaving schemes through four real-world computational
simulations in terms of the compression ratio and overhead. We found that the amount of compression gained
from each scheme varied depending upon how the data
was laid out across multiple processes. For some applications, similar data occur in the checkpoint from
a single process, while for others, the similar data are
striped in blocks and distributed across multiple processes. Thus, the best approach varies. Our compression schemes are as much as 115% better in reducing checkpoint size than simply applying Gzip compression to concatenated checkpoints. As expected,
mcrEngine spends more computational time than simply applying compression; however, transferring less
data overall with fewer concurrent writers reduced
the overhead of writing to the parallel file system.
McrEngine converts network load to computational
load; a fact that is crucial for making mcrEngine scale
well with increasing application size. Since the parallel file system is often the bottleneck, this method
reduces checkpointing overhead by up to 87%. Further, smaller files reduce restart times by up to 62%,
a benefit that is particularly important since they occur on the application’s critical path. In conclusion,
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by reducing the time to store and retrieve checkpoints,
mcrEngine makes checkpointing-based fault-tolerance
in large systems practical.
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